
 
IMAGINE YOURSELF 
INVEST IN YOURSELF 
BECOME YOURSELF

An opportunity

to help you

better your

community by

exploring your

passions

Hillel Idea Lab is a semester-long experience for undergraduate students on campus to launch awesome

initiatives that enhance campus life based on a personal passion or interest with Hillel’s support. As an

Innovator you will have access to leadership and career workshops, project and professional development,

personal brand development, and more. You will be connected to a social network of like-minded

students from diverse social, community, and religious backgrounds.

 

Hillel Idea Lab is a safe and equitable space and is open to students of all academic

 backgrounds and levels of experience. 

What is it?

Access to mentors invested in your personal growth and the

success of your project

Resources to cultivate your passions

Exclusive leadership development workshops

Professional networking opportunities

Regular meetings with your personal mentor

A think-tank setting to present your ideas to your peers

A project showcase at the culmination of the program. 

Access up to funding in order to make your idea a reality and

launch your project

Innovators with scalable projects will have the ability to apply

to the Idea Lab for a second term. 

What do you get?
You will be expected to commit an average of two hours

per week to Hillel Idea Lab. This time includes individual

project development time, workshops, and mentorship

meetings.

What will you do?

Passionate

Fun

Creative

Able to think outside the box

Care deeply about an issue in our community

Self-starter, interested in collaboration and wanting to grow as

a person and as a leader

You have a passion or idea- big or small, complete or

incomplete- and will work hard to make it happen

Willing to try new things

Not afraid of taking risks because you see the value in learning

from both successes and constructive failures

Who are you & what do

you bring to the table?

If this sounds like you, apply to Hillel Idea Lab

and invest in yourself. 

How do you apply?

For more information, contact Nicki at ngreenberg@clevelandhillel.org

@clevelandhillel


